Optimized Protocol for Imaging Cleared Neural Tissues Using Light Microscopy.
Understanding physical and chemical processes at an organismal scale is a fundamental goal in biology. While science is adept at explaining biological phenomena at both molecular and cellular levels, understanding how these processes translate to organismal functions remains a challenging problem. This issue is particularly significant for the nervous system where cell signaling and synaptic activities function in the context of broad neural networks. Recent progress in tissue clearing technologies lessens the barriers that previously prevented the study of large tissue samples while maintaining molecular and cellular resolution. While these new methods open vast opportunities and exciting new questions, the logistics of analyzing cellular processes in intact tissue have to be carefully considered. In this protocol, we outline a procedure to rapidly image intact brain tissue up to thousands of cubic millimeters. This experimental pipeline involves three steps: tissue clearing, tissue imaging, and data analysis. In an attempt to streamline the process for researchers entering this field, we address important considerations for each of these stages and describe an integrated solution to image intact biological tissues. Hopefully, this optimized protocol will lower the barrier of implementing high-resolution tissue imaging and facilitate the investigations of mesoscale questions at molecular and cellular resolution.